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ABSTRACT 
Nonparametric Analysis of Right Censored 
Data with Multiple Comparisons 
by 
Hwei-Weng Shih, Master of Science 
Utah State Univer s ity, 1982 
Major Professor: Dr. David L. Turner 
Department: Appli ed Statistics 
V 
This report demonstrates the use of a computer program written 
in FORTRAN for the Burroughs B6800 computer at Utah State University 
to perform 8reslow' s (1970) generali zati on of the Kruskal-Wallis test 
fo r right censored data. A pairwise n1ultiple comparison procedure 
using Bonferroni 's inequality is also introduced and demonstrate d. 
Comparisons are also made with a parametric F test and the original 
Kruskal-Wallis test. Application of these techniques to two data sets 
indicate that there is little difference among the procedures with the 
F test being slightly more liberal (too many differences) and the 
Kruskal-Wallis te st corrected for ties being slight ly more conserva-




Statistica l re lat io nships between variables must sometimes be 
estimated from incomplete data or data which has been censored. Cen-
sor ing occur s when an experiment is stopped befor e the event of in-
tere st occurs. When thi s happens the recorded data do not pro vi de 
direct i nfor mation about t he event. In thi s paper we shall cons ider 
only samples censo red on the right. This means that the only infor-
mation about the censored observation s is th e ir total number and the 
fac t that each is greater t han some known valu e. For exampl e, if we 
were studying surv ival time of a pat i ent or animal under a set of ex-
perimental conditions, the data would be ana ly zed while some patients 
or animals are st ill al ive. According to Lagakos ( 1979) t he analys i s 
of censored data can be used to obtain as n1uch information as an un-
censor ed exper iment would yi eld. 
A fundamental problem in many lif e tes ting problems i s a compar-
ison of th e surviv al -t ime distribution s fr om two or more samples of 
censored data . Norman Bre s low (1970) re vi ews a generali zatio n of 
Wilcoxon's sta ti s tic for comparing two populations as proposed by 
Gehan (1965) for use when the observations are subj ect to arbi t rar y 
right censors hip. Breslow also di scuss es Mantel' s (1967) further 
gener ali zat io n to the case of ar bitrarily restricted obser vation s , 
or left and right censorship. Both Mante l and Gehan base their cal-
culati ons on the permutation distribution of the statistic, conditional 
on the observed censoring pattern for th e combined sample. 
2 
Greslow (1970) extended Gehan's generalization of Wilcoxon's 
test to allow for testing the equality of K continuous distribution 
functions when observations are subject to arbitrary right censor-
ship. Breslow's generalization is an extension of the Kruskal-
Wallis test, and is the "state of the art" nonparametric test of 
equality of K groups with possibly differing distributions for the 
censoring variables. 
Greslow's development of this extended Kruskal-Wallis test in-
volves some very complicated formulae. He gives two "easy" approxi-
mations but even these would be very laborious to compute. 
This report demonstrates the use of a computer program written 
for the Burroughs B6800 computer which translates Breslow's formulae 
into a form which may actually be used. A pairwise multiple compari-
son procedure using Gonferron i 's inequality is also developed and dem-
onstrated. Two sets of data will be analyzed using Gresl ow's procedure 
and the Bonferroni multiple comparison procedure. Comparisons will 
also be made with the parametric (F test) procedure for the case of 
data from exponential distributions. The nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis 
test for uncensored data will also be applied using the modifications 
for tied data di scussed in Ott (1977). 
CHAPTER I I 
METHODOLOGY 
3 
In thi s report the major method used to analy ze the hypothes is 
is Breslow's generalizat ion of the Kruskal -Wallis test. In addition 
to Bres l ow's method, the Kruskal -Wal li s te st is also used to t es t the 
hypothesis that K ~ 2 popul ations ar e identical using modif ications 
when ther e are ties in the data. An F test for the case of two ex-
ponent ial di stributions is also performed. Comparisons will then be 
made among the various methods when results are known using a set of 
generated or Monte Carlo Data. The method s are then applied to a real 
set of data. 
A Special Comparison for 
Two Exponential Distributions 
Let the two exponential distribution s with parameters Al and \ 2 
have probabili t y densi ty function 
Then 
1 f(X .. ; > . . ) = 
l J l 
exp(-X. -/ A. ) 
\. l J l 
l 
ni 
l:: X. . X 
= j =l lJ = ~ 
Al ni o. 
): l • 
i J. j=l 
= 1, 2; j = 1, 2, ... , ni 
is the maxi111um lik e lihood estimate of A · , i = 1, 2, where x .. equal s l lJ 
the true value or censored value depending on whether o . . equals 1 lJ 




is an F distributed random variable with 2o1 • and 2o2 • degrees of 
freedom. This result may be used to test H0 : A1 = A?• 
The Wilcoxon Two Sample Rank Sum 
Test and the Kruskal-Wallis Test 
The Wilcoxon rank sum te st provides a nonparametric test of 
the hypothesis that two populations are identical, since the ex-
perimenter has obtained two samples from possibly different popula-
tions, and we wish to use a statistical te st to see if we can reject 
the null hypothesis that the two populations are identical. That is, 
we wish to detect differences between the two populations on the basis 
of random samples fron1 those populations. An approach to the two-
sample problem i s to rank the combined data from lowest to highest. 
We l et R1 denote the sum of the rank s for sample 1. R1 can t ake on 
values ranging from n1 (n 1 + 1)/2 to (n 1 + n2 )(n 1 + n2 + 1)/2 -
n2 (n7. + 1)/2. Intuitively, if R1 is clo se to either extreme, we would 
have evidence to rej ect the null hypothesis that the two populations 
are identical, since sample 1 would then be all close to the bottom 
or the top of the ranked distribution. 
The concept of a rank sum test was extended to a compari son of 
more than two populations by Kruskal and Wallis (1952). The K > 2 
random samples have been obtained from eac h of K possibly different 
populations, and we want to test the null hypothesis that all of the 
populations are identical against the alternati ve that some of the pop-
ulations tend to furni sh gre ater observed values than other populations. 
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To perform the test, the K ~ 2 samples are combined into a 
s ingle ordered sa111ple , then ranks are assigned to t he sa111µle values 
fro111 the s111alle st valu e to the largest, without regard to which popu-
lation each value came from. Let N denote the total number of obser-
vations, 
K 
N = ,. n. !, 
i =l l 
where n. i s the number of observations from sample i. Let R(X .. ) de-
1 l J 
note the rank assigned to X .. , R. be the sum of the ranks assigned 
l J l 






R( X . . ) 
l J i=l, 2, ... , K. 
N(N + l) K 
i = l 
Ri = l + 2 + ... + N = 2 
If there are se veral observations tied or equal to each other, the average 
of their ranks is assigned to each of the tied observations. 
The large sample approximation for th e test statistic Tis based 
on the fact that Ri is the sum of ni random variables. So the mean 
and varianc e of R. are given by 
l 
E ( R . ) = n i ( N + 1 )_ 
l 2 
and 
Var(R.) = nj(N + l)(N - n;) 
l 2 
Therefore 
Rj - E(Rj) 
/var(Ri) 
6 
is approximately distributed as a standardized normal random variable 
when ni is large enough . Thus 
[Ri - E(R;)] ' 
/ var(Ri) 
= 
{R{ - [ni(N + 1)/2] } 
ni N + l)(N - ni)/12 
2 
is approximately distributed as a chi-square random variable with one 
degree of freedom . If the Ri were independent of each other the dis-
tribution of the sum 
= ~ {Ri - [ni(N + 1)/2] } 
T i=l ni(N + l)(N ni)/12 
could be approxi111ated using the chi- square distribution with K degree s 
of freedo111. Howeve r, s ince the su111 of the ni 's is N, ther e i s son1e 
dependence among the R.'s. Kruskal (1952) showed that if the ith t e rm 
l 




{Ri - [n;(N + 1)/2] } 
ni(N + l)N/12 
2 
is asymptotica ll y distributed as a chi-square random variable with 
K 
K- 1 degrees of freedom. Si nce _>: R7- = N(N + 1)/2, T may be written i=l 
as 
K 2 
T {R· - [n;(N + 1)/2] } = J 
n. ( N + 1) N/12 i = 1 l 
K 
12 ); 2 +-1 n. 2 (N + ? = N(N + 1) [Ri - Rini(N + 1) 1) J i = 1 n· 4 l l 
K R _ 2 
12 2: l 





= ~--~ 2: 
N(N + 1) i=l ni 
~-12~ [N(N +2 1). (N+ 1) __ 4N(N+ 1/J 
N(N + 1) 
- 3(N + 1), 
7 
is an equivalent form for T, and is usually more convenient to use. 
A modification proposed by Ott uses T' rather than T when there are 
groups of tied ranks. To do this we form the g groups composed of 
identical ranks, where the jth group contains tj (j = 1, ... , g) tie s. 
The statistic T' is then close to a chi- square random variables with 
K - 1 degrees of fr eedom where 
T TI = -------------g 
1 - [ 2: (t. 3 - t.)/N 3 - N)] j=l J J 
A Generalized Kruskal-Wallis Test 
for Comparing K Censored Samples 
Although the Kruskal-Wallis test assumes only continuous under -
lying distributions, it does not do very well if there are larg e numbers 
of ties. This is espec ially so for censored data when the ties may lie 
among the upper values of the ranks. 
To handle problems of right censored data, Breslow (1970) gen-
eralized the Kruskal-Walli s test. Let x.0 • be the true observation lJ 
for the jth individual obtain ed from th e ith population (j = 1, ... ,Ni; 
i = l, ... ,K). Variable lij is used to censor X;°j• so sometimes th e 
true observation X~ may not be observed. The observed data which we 
can get from a real sample is X .. = min( X.0 . , l 1.J.). x .. should indicate lJ lJ lJ 
with a variabl e oij whether or not Xij is in fact censored: i.e., 
o .. = 1 when X .. = X .0 • < l . . (uncensor ed) ; cS • • = 0 when X .. = l . . < X .. lJ lJ lJ lJ lJ lJ lJ lJ 
8 
(censored). N = N1 + ... + Nk is the total sample size and \ 1 = 
N./N is the proportion of the ith sample size to the total sample size. 
l 
F. is the ith cumulative distribution function. The null hypothe-
1 
sis to be tested i s H0 : F1 = ... = Fk, which specified that K popula-
tio ns have equal distribution functions. 
Breslow (1970) defined a scoring function x for comparing two 
observations X . . lJ and X. I . I l J by [1 X .. .:. X. I • I ; () .. = 1 , 0 . I ' I = 1 lJ l J lJ l J 1 X .. < X. I • I ; 6 .. -· 1 , O · I • I = 0 lJ l J lJ l J 
'< ( X .. , 0 .. ; X. . , o.,.,) = · +1 x .. ,> X. I • I ; 0 .. = 1 , 0 ' I ' I = 1 lJ l J l ; J ; l J l J l J l J l J 
+l X . . > X. I . I ; 0 . . = 0, () . I . I = 1 lJ l J lJ l J 
0 oth er wis e . 
The x fun cti on is then used in computing a vector score s tati stic,~-
The ith component of this vector scor e stati st ic i s defined to be the 
tota l sco re comparing th e ith sample with the remaining K - 1 sampl es, 
N· K Ni l 
1,J . = ;,: t r X ( X .. , 0 .. , X, I • " 0 • I ' I ) • l j=l i I =l j'=l lJ lJ l J l J 
For uncensored data sets, Wi = 2[Ri - (l/2)Ni(N + 1)]. Large negat ive 
values of Wi mean that observations in the ith sample ar e smaller than 
those fro m other samples and la rge pos itive value s of Wi would indi cate 
that th e ith sample had l arger than average values. The total of Wi 
should be equal to 0. 
Breslow (1970) goes on to use this W vector to form t es t stati s-
tics fo r testing the equality of K distribution functions. His first 
statistic refers to Rao (1965) which shows that the well-known lar ge 




K N· l K Ni :> 
): L 
i I= 1 j1=l 
0-1· 1 r i:: L e(x .. -X.1-1)} 
l J i =l j=l lJ l J 
1 lif X > 0 
= 7 0 if X < 0. 
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Under general regu l arity conditions, S* can be shown to have an 
asy,nptotic chi - square distribution with K - 1 degrees of freedom. 
Breslow reco111lllends evaluation of S** in order to check on computa-
tional accuracy of S*. S** i s a lower bound for S* and is easily 
computed as : 
K 
S** = 3N ,. ? I , (Wi /Ni). 
i=l 
Bres low (1970) goes on to develop a statistic which i s cal cu-
lat ed as fo ll ows. A covar i ance matr ix j: must be computed. Indivi-
dual terms ,; .. 1 can be calcu lat ed from 
l l 
3 K Ni II Ni II Ni I 
N (] i i I = - r 1: <) • II . II >: e ( X . . - X . II • II) ), e( X. 1 . I - X . II . II) 
i ' = 1 j1=l l J j=l l J l J j =l l J l J 
>: 0 
= J . . -
l l i I t- i i I • 
where e( x) = 1 if x ·. 0, 0 if x < 0. 
The covariance matrix t is then decomposed into K - 1 vector s 
( 
= ( [, . . , t;ik) 1 ( i = 1, K-1) such that [ . I t I i = 1 and 2 i 11 ... ' .. . ' -2.1 
~i 
I l I j = 0 ( i t- j) . The vectors ~ . may be easily found by using 
- 1 
th e 
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization proc ess . We can use the K - 1 vectors 
YI = (1, 0, ... , 0) 1 , Y2 = (1, l, o, ... , 0) 1 , . 0. ' 
_'{_K-1 = (1, ... , 1, O)' 
as a starting point for the Gram-Schmidt process. We denote the 
inner product of two vectors by 
(f, _'{_) = ! ' t _'{_. 
The Gram-Schmidt process proc eeds as follows: 
1. Calculate f1 = - - -
,.., 
l. . Use 11 to calculate I2 = i ? c ) -, .'..e_l S, l 
where II I ? II = l (t. 2 , t. ;, ) = / "!:/ i I ? 
and {,_1 = ---
1 Il 311 
(K- l)st. Step. Use above information to calculate 
I K - l = _'{_ K - l - (_'{_ K - 1 ' L 1 ) L 1 - (_'{_ K - 1 ' £..2 ) .f.? -
t. 
-, 
II I ? II 
I K - 1 
1 K-l =11t. II 
- K - 1 
where I 1  K - 1 11 = / (I K - l ' I K - 1 ) = 
/ I K - 1
1 
t I K - 1 . 
The stati st ics 
S. = N - 3/ 2 ( .' W 
l - 1 -




s = /, s. 
i = 1 7 
which is a chi-square random variable with K-1 degrees of freedom. 
Breslow suggests calculating S** as a lower bound to S*. Sand 
S* are asymptotical ly equivalent statistics, but S* is computationa lly 
far easier to compute. The "easier" S* and S** are needed only if a 
computer program is not available to calculate S. A computer program 
is given in the Appendix which tra~slates Breslow's formulae into a 
FORTRAN IV program for the Burroughs 86800 computer. 
CHAPTER I I I 
MULTIPLE COMPARISONS 
12 
The procedures described in Chapter II provide an overall test 
of the equa li ty of K > 2 distributions. For K > 2, if the popula-
tions are declared significantly different, then a multiple comparison 
procedure is needed to isolate the differences. 
The Bonferroni inequality provides one method of simultaneously 
estimating several confidence intervals. Let A1 denote the first 
event, say a 
event a l so a 
- \t 1 confidence interval, and let A7 denote the second 
- 1i., confidence interval. We can then use the Gonferroni 
inequalit y to get the probabi lity of both events of A1 and A: occurring 
s imultaneously. We already know that 
and since P(A1 n A2 ) 2:_0, we obtain the Bonferonni inequality: 
For this situation, the joint confidence is 
P(A 1 n A.,) l - ('( 1 - lX? • 
The Bonf erroni inequality can easily be extended to K simultaneous 
confidence intervals with family confidence coefficient l - a by re-
quiring P[Ai] = a i; and ~ai = a which then gives 
K 
P( n A.) " l - rt . 
l i =l 
13 
For example, let 
A17 be a 99% confidence interval for 111 - IJ? , 
A1 1 be a 99';:, confidence interval for 111 - 111 , 
and A~, be a 99% confide nce interval for 11? - 111 . 
The Bonferroni inequality then guarantees us a family or simultane-
ous confidence interva l of at least 97 percent that the three inter-
vals based on the same sample are simultaneous ly correct, i.e., 
If K interval estimates are desired with a family confidence 
coefficient l - a , constructing each interval estimate with state-
ment confidence coefficient l - ~/K will suff i ce. The Bonferroni 
technique is ordinarily most useful when the nu111ber of si111ultaneous 
estimates is not too large. Note that different statement confid ence 
K 
coefficient s also could be calculated, as long as >: P(A.) = (( . i=l 1 
For instance, the event A1 may be a 98 percent confidence interval and 
the event A2 could be a 97 percent confidence interval. The family 
confidence coefficient would then be at l east 95 percent. 




In this chapter two examples are given to illustrate the analy-
sis of censored data. We will apply the F test for exponential data, 
the Kruskal-Wallis test for ranked data and Breslow ' s method for cen-
sored data. The Bonferroni method will then be used to test pairwise 
com pa ri sons. 
Example 1 
In the first example, three groups of data were generated from 
known exponential distributions. The procedure to get the three data 
sets uses an integral transform, i.e., if F(X) is the distribution 
function for a random variable X, and if X1 , .•• ,Xn is a random sample 
from F(·) then U. = F(X.) for i = l, ... , n will be a random sample 
l l 
of uniform random variables over the interval (0, l). It follows 
then that if U1 , .•. , Un is a random sampl e from a uniform distribution, 
then X. = F- 1 (U.) for i = l, ... , n win be a random sample from F(•). 
l l 
It is easy to use a computer to generate uni form random nu111bers, 
and then we may use the integra l transformation technique for finding 
random numbers from a given distribution. For this example we got 
three groups of uniform random numbers from Oto 1 using MINITAG. If 
F( · ) is a nega tiv e exponential distribution, Fx(X) = l - e-X/ >.. = ii , 
then X = C - 1 I 
X 
(p ) = - >.. ln (l - p) has a negati ve expo nentia l distribution 
15 
with parameter A. i.e., the density function of Xis fx(X) = 
(1/ A)e-X/ A, which is a negative exponential distribution. Tabl e 1 
presents such samples from three negative exponential distributions. 
Each sample has been sorted for ease in censoring at an arbitrary 
value of 20. 
If we ignore the fact that the data is censored, we can get 
A 
,\ . ( \ . = X. I ,~. ) for eac h group and then use R = A-/ A. ( i f j) to 
l l l · l · l J 
do an F test with 2 ii . and 2i; . degre e of freedom. All possible F l . J. 
tests a re 1 is ted in Table 2. 
If we ignore the censoring in Table l, Table 3 then gives the 
R. ' s , the sum of the ranks for each group, and the Kruskal-Wallis 
l 
tests are listed in Table 4. 
Since Breslow's method includes 111any complicated formulae, the 
computer program li ste d in the Appendix was used to get the statistics 
S**, S* and S. We used S to do the chi-square test and calculated 
S* and S** for illustrative purpose only. Using an experinientwise 
error rate of .05, the three pairwis e comparisons are G1 = G7 , 
G1 = G3 and G2 = G3 • The Bonferroni procedure then uses - . 05/3 
= .9833 as confidence coefficient for the individual intervals. We 
list the re sult s of the F test, the Kruskal-Wallis test, Bres l ow's 
111ethod and the Bonferroni method in Table 5. 
Table 1. Data and \ . for sort ed Monte Carl o data. 
l 
Treatment 










l . 6162 
3.310 8 
6.4986 
8 . 7001 
9.5813 
10.3 311 













































ll . 2849 
20. 2483 
5.7466 
t . = \\ . . 9 9 17 
-~~---j =l __ ~~-- -------------------- - ----------------- ---- --- ----
ni 
X - = '.' X .. for 
l• j=l lJ 
data censore d at 20 
,\ . = x. / i-. 
l l · l . 
197. 798 88.544 103 .191 
21 . 978 9.838 6 .07 
16 
Table 2. The results of example 1 using F test for censored data 
in Table 1. 
Hypothesis 
R = \ ./A. 
l J 
Degrees of Freedom 
b P Value 
aSignificant at t, = 0.05. 
18, 18 
0.04845 
l . 621 
18, 34 18, 34 
0.00060 0.11002 
17 
bRur. STATPAC/DIST to get the probability of an F value larger 
than observed when the degrees of freedom are 2~. and 2~. respec-1 . J. 
tively. 
18 
Tabl e 3. The ranks for data censored at 20 from Table 1. 
Hypothesis G1 = G2 G1 = G3 G, = G3 G1 = G, = G3 
Groups G1 G2 G1 G3 G G3 Gi G, G3 
R ( X .. ) 
l J 6 l 3 l l 5 8 l
 5 
9 2 9 2 2 7 16 2 7 
10 3 14 4 3 8 21 3 9 
12 4 19 5 4 9 27 4 10 
l3 5 21 6 6 12 29 6 13 
14 7 22 7 10 13 30 ll 14 
15 8 24 8 ll 14 32 12 15 
16 ll 25 10 19 15 33 22 17 
18 17 26 ll 26 6 35 34 18 
23 23 30 12 28. 5 17 40. 5 40. 5 19 
23 23 30 13 28.5 l8 40 .5 40. 5 20 
23 23 30 15 28.5 20 40.5 40.5 23 
23 30 16 21 40.5 24 
23 30 17 22 40. 5 25 
23 30 18 23 40.5 26 
20 24 28 
23 25 31 
30 28. 5 40.5 
------------------ ---- --------
------- ---- - -
--------------- -- -- -- ------ ---- --
-
n· l 
R. = r R ( X .. ) 25 l 127 343 218 167.5 297.5 474 216.5 344. 5 l j = l l J 
19 
Table 4. The re sults of example 1 using Kruskal-Wallis test and the 








aSi gnif icant at , i == .05. 
10. 1229 0 .6134 9.70 
10.2185a 0.6148 9.8066a 
0 .00139 0.43 299 0.00742 
br robability of a \
2 
valu e l arger t han observed. 
20 
Table 5. Statistics S**, S* and S, and the results of example 1 for 



















































chi-square valu e with n = .05. 
chi-square value with n = .05/3 = 










From Table 5, it is easy to see that the st atistic S** is a lower 
bound to S* and it also is a lower bound to S except for the case G1 = 
Ge = G~. T', the tie-corrected Kruskal-Wallis test stati st i c, is very 
close to S** in this example. To all ow easy comparison of th e S, T' 
and R test res ul ts, p-va lu es were obtain ed by running STATPAC/DIST to 
get the probability of a large chi-square or F statistic. For this 
data set the statistic R always got th e small est probabi l ity except 
for the t est of G1 = G7 • This means that when we test the null hypo-
thesis of equalit y of two groups, the R value is possibly too liberal, 
i . e ., too easy to reject. The probabi l ity of Sand T' listed in Table 
5 show that the p-value for Sis always smal ler than the p-value of T' 
except the case G1 = G~ = G3 • In this exampl e , the three statistics 
S, T' and R yielded the same conclu sions, i . e., t he "significant" dif-
ference between group 1 and groups 2 and 3. These results are so111e-
what surprising since there is a relatively small difference between 
the \ i' s for groups 1 and 2. Since th i s was Monte Carlo data, these 
difference s 111ay be ascr ib ed to chance. Further Monte Carlo work would 
undoubt edly tend to "smooth" these unexpected differences. 
Exampl e 2 
The seco nd example is a nutrit ion exper iment conducted by Susan 
Colling e who was a gra duat e student in Nutrition Food Science Depart-
ment, USU, in 1981. Susan looked at how many samples of meat products 
were bad eac h day when they were put in 27° C (80.6° F) t emperature 
room. Each of the nin e treatm ent s contained twenty-fiv e sea l ed bags 
of meat with diff ere nt chemical addi ti ves . During each day a count 
of the number of swoll en bags was made. The swelling indi cated spoila ge 
22 
of the conte nt s . After 100 days the experiment was terminated, 
resulting in some treatments having censored data. The results of 
the nine treatments are compared below to see what kind of chemical 
combination added to the meat will keep the meat from spoilage for 
the longest period of time. The nine treatments were: 
Treat111ent 1. Control - no chemicals 
Treatment 2. Nitrite only 
Treatment 3. Nitrite+ 20 ppm FeCl 1 
Treatment 4. Nitrite+ Myoglobin 
Treatment 5. Nitrite+ 200 ppm EDTA + Myoglobin 
Treatment 6. Nitrite+ Nytrosylmyoglobin 
Treatment 7. Nitrite+ 200 ppm EDTA 
Treatment 8 . Nitrite+ 200 ppm EDTA + 20 ppm FeCl 1 
Treatment 9. Nitrite+ 200 ppm EDTA + 40 ppm FeCl3 
We are int erested in the following specific compari sons: 
1. Trea t111ent 1 vs. trea trnent 2 through 9. 
2. Treatment 2 vs . treatment 3 through 9. 
3. Treatment 3 vs. treatm ent 4. 
4. Treatment 3 vs. treatment 8. 
5. Treatment 4 vs. treatm ent 6. 
6. Treatment 5 vs. treatment 7. 
7. Treatment 7 vs. treatment 8. 
8. Treatment 8 vs. treatment 9. 
Table 6 gives the valu es n., cS. , X. and \ . , and the results of 
l l · l · l 
the F test are listed in Table 7. 
Wallis test are shown in Table 8 . 
The R. 'sand results of the Kruskal-
1 
Table 9 shows all the result s of the 
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F test, the Kruskal-Wallis test, Breslow's method and the Bonferroni 
method. From Table 9 we find the different methods yield the same 




6 . 1 . 
x. 1 . 
>.. x. / 6. 
1 1 • , • 
The values of n.' l 
TI Tz Ti 
25 25 25 
25 25 23 
100 559 587 
4 22.36 25. 52 
o. , X. 





and ~- of each tr eatment . 
l 
T' T€ T' T, 
25 25 25 25 
14 13 11 
1457 1893 2424 1806 
18.92 104.071 145.615 2424 ·1 [4 . 182 
Table 7. The results for example 2 using F t es t. 
Hypothesis T1 vs T2 -T~ T2 vs T 3 - T, T3 vs T. Tl vs T, T, vs L L vs T, 
., ~ 
25. 7075a 5.62 1a 6 . 433a 7.696a 23.292° R " '-/ '-j 1.3488 
Degrees of 226,5 0 175,5 0 46, 50 22, 46 26,50 2,28 Freedom 
P Valuesb < • 00001 < . 00001 0. 15046 0 .00G0l < .00001 0.00001 
aSignificant at a = .05 . 
bRUN STATPAC/DIST t o get the p values . 
T, Tl - T • Tl - T' 
25 200 175 
113 88 
2421 11620 11061 
2421 102.8 3 125 . 69 
T, vs T, T' \fS T, 
14 . 764a 14.746a 
2,2 2 2. 22 
0.00009 0.000 09 
Table 8. The results of example 2 using Kruskal-Wallis test . 
Hypothesis Tl vs T2 vs Ti vs T. Ti vs Ta T. vs T6 T - T Tl - T, 
2 
' 
N " En. 
1 
225 200 50 50 50 
"; 25 200 25 175 25 25 25 25 25 25 
R. 
1 
325 25100 1143.5 18956.5 584.5 690.5 399.5 875.5 364.5 910.5 
T 66.3717 25.5749 l. 0575 21.3248 28.0580 
T' 70.55124 27.8846a l .0617 22.1017a 28.4833
3 
P Values 
for T' < . 00001 0.000.01 0.30283 0.00001 0.00001 
aSignificant at a= 0.05. 
Tl vs T 7 T7 vs T1 
50 50 
25 25 25 25 
476.5 798.5 761 514 
9.7585 5. 7 420 
14.8667a 10.23354 
0 .00012 0.00138 









Table 9. The results of example 2 using F test, Kruskal-Wallis test, Breslow's method 
and Bonferroni method. 























< • 00001 
< • 00001 
< , 00001 
T 2 vs 






< . 00001 
0,00001 
< , 00001 


























< • 00001 




















bMeans significant for chi-sq uare value with a = .051,6 = .00833. 
cMeans significant for F val ue with a= .05. 











From Table 9 we see that for this example S** was a lower 
bound to S* and S. The statistic T' was between S** and S*, so111e-
times it was clo se to S** and so111eti111es close to S*. In this ex-
ample the p value for R was th e smallest value for all of the cases, 
whereas the T' value of Kruskal-Wallis test had the biggest proba-
bility. This suggests that the R test may be too liberal (too easy 
to reject) while the Kruskal-Wallis te st (corrected for tie s ) may 
be too conservative. Si nce th e true popul at ion valu es are unknown 




A fundamental problem in many biological and medical investi-
gations is a comparison of the survival distributions from two or 
more samples of censored data. The hypothesis of interest i s the 
equality of surviva l time distribution functions across samples. 
In this paper we discu ss ed this topic and analyzed censored data 
by using four different methods, namely: the F test, the Kruskal-
Wallis test, Bres low's generalization of the Kruskal-Walli s test 
and a Bonferroni multiple comparison method. The F test is restricted 
to two exponential distributions , so it cannot be used widely. The 
Kruskal-Wal li s test is suitab l e for two or more populations, but for 
censored data there will usually be a lot of ties. This viol ates 
the assumptions 111ade in developing the Kruskal-Wallis test. For the 
Bonferroni method we use a given value ~ to do the K multiple com-
parisons, then for each single case will only use l - a/K to test 
the hypothesis. In this situation the given confidence interval is 
so lar ge that it is hard to reject the null hypothesis. If a com-
puter is availab l e, we can translate the formulae of Breslow's method 
to a computer program as given i n the Appendix. It will th en be easy 
to analyze censored data. For all the reasons stated above, we pre-
fer to use Bres low's method if a computer is available. If not, 
the Krus kal-Walli s procedure corrected for t i es seemed to give al-
most th e same results. There are only two examples in this paper; if 
29 
we want to get more information to tell the exact differences between 
the Kruskal-Wallis test and Breslow's method, 111ore xamples and a 
co111puter program for the Kruskal-Wallis test should be developed. 
A Monte Carlo study could give enough different situations in-
volving different distributions and different values of the parameters 
to help decide on the best overall procedure. A more exact multip le 
comparison procedure could also be developed using t he asymptotical 
distribution of Breslow's vector of W. 's rather than using the 
7 
Bonferroni inequality. Si nee the Bonferroni method seems to work 
fairly vJell in these examples, further work might not be terribly 
worthwhile. Further Monte Carlo research could help in the decision 
on whether to puruse this matter in more detail. 
30 
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APPENDIXES 


























































SET LINEINFO AUTOBlNO 
BIND=FRO IMSL/= 
C• THE IMS (tNTERANTIONAL HATHEHATICAL ANO STATISTICAL 
C* LI RARIES) LIBRARY CONSISTS OF A SUBSTANTIAL COLLECTION 
C• 0 SUBROUTINES ANO FUNCTIONS SUBPROGRAMS IN THE AREAS OF 

















• BIO~ETRIKA (1970), 7,3,P,579 * 
*AG NERALIZEO KRUSKAL WALLI TEST POR COMPARING* 
• K SAMPLE SUBJECT TO UNEQUA~ PATT RNS Or * 
* CENSORSHIP, BY NORMAN BRESLOW * 
• FORTRAN PROGRAM WRITTEN FOR THE BURROUGHS Sb800 • 
* CO PUTER AT USU BY HWEI~wENG SHIH IN PARTIAL • 
* FULFILLMENT OP THE REQUIRE ENTS fOR TH DEGRE * 
* OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED STATISTIC AT * 
• UTAH STA E UNIVERSITV,1981, * 
• * 
................................................... ~ 
DIMENSION N(10),WC10) 1 X(10,200),D(10,200), lGE(10,10)1 
* 1GC10,10),W1(10) 1 0~(10),VV(10,10),XX(10,10), 








THE DATA ARE ENTERED ro THE DATA FILE BY FOLLOWING STEP I 













C•** C•• C•• C•• C•• C•• 
c •• 
C** 
2 NT R N(1), NC1) IS TH£ NUMBER OF O SERyATIONS 
QF THE FIRST SAMPL 
3 1 ENTER PAIRS DATA XC1,1),D(1,1)JX(1,2),D(1,2); 
•• ,,xcl,N(t)),OC1,N(1)) 
4 1 ENT R N(2), NC2) IS TH NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 
OF THE S CONO SAMPL 




• 2K, ENTER N(K), N(K) IS THE NUMBER O OBSERyATIONS 
Of THE LAST SAMPL 









DENOTE BY XO(I,J) TH TRUE OBSERVATION FOR THE (J)TH 
INDIVIDUAL IN THE CI)TH SAMPLE (J=1,,,,,N(t>,t=1,,,~,K), 
SINCE THIS OBS RVATION MAY BE CENSORED BY A VA IAB E 
z(I,J), IT CANNOT ALWAYS B OBS AvEO, RATH RON 
OBSERVES 
X(I,J)=MIN(XOCI,J),ZCI,J)) 
ALONG WITH THE INDICATOR VARIABLE 



































































































































DCI,J)=t JF X(I,J)=XOCI,J) 
D(I,J)cO IF XCl,J):Z(t,J)<XO(I,J) 







FORHATC1X1 1 NT•THE TOTAL SAMPLE SIZl•t,l 1/1 
• 1 NTl-THE CUBIC OF TOTAL SAMPLE SlZE= 1 ,l10) 
FOR AT(1X,///,50(1H*),///) 
C•• C••• 
Pl I TH FIRST SU POUTINE ANO lT DEFINE A SCORING 
FUNCTION PI, THEN COMPUT THE VECTOR W(l), 
CALL Pl(K,N,W,X,O) 
C••• 
C•• P2 IS THE SECOND SUBROUTIN ANP IT COMPUTE THE 
C•• INDIVIDUAL TE~MS O A COVARIANCE MATRIX SIGMA, 
C*** CALL P2CK,N,NTt,w,x,O,SIG ,SIG) , 
P.3 IS THE THIRD SU ROUTIN 
STATISTICS S• AND ••• 
ANO XT COMPUTE THE 
CALL P3(K,N,NT,NT1,W,W1,DL,X,O,S3,S2) 
P4 IS TH FOURTH SU ROUTIN 
STATISTICS, 
AND IT COMPUTE THE 
CALL P4CK,NT1,YY,xx,SIGE,x1,Yl,Y ,w,ANS,v,s,ToT) 
WRITE(b,111) 
111 fORMATClX,///,1 ••••• TESTING HYPOTHESIS•~•••') 
C• HOCH IS AN IHSL SUBROUTINE WHICH IS USED TOG T 
C• THE PRO A ILlTY OF A CHI SQUARE ISTRIBUTION, 
C• TH FORM ISi CALL KMDCHCC ,DF,P,IER) 
C* CS • ,1NPUTE VALUE FOR WHzCH THE PROBABILITY I 
C* COMPUTED, 
C• Of• INPUTE ~U R OF OGRES OF FREEDOM OF TH 
C• CHIS UARE DJSTRI UTION, 
· c11 ,. OUTPllT PRO ABILITY THAT A RANDOM VA IABLE 
C• WHICH FOLLOWS THE CHI~SQUAR DISTRIBUTION 
C• WITH Of DEGRE~$ OF FRFEOOH I LESS THAN OR 
C• E UAL TO C, 
C• l R • RROR PARA~ETER, 
CAL~ MOCH(S ,K•1,PS3,IER) 
Psl=l PSJ 
WRITECo,102) 3 
102 ORHATC1X,I,' ••=1 ,Fll,6) 
WRITE(b,103) K•1,s ,Psl 















































































































































l Ob FOR1AT(1X,II,' S•• AS A LO R OUNO TO *•SANOS• WILL 
* ',I,' ASVHPTOTTCALLY EQUIVALfNT STATI TIC •' 
* 1 1,' S• I COHPUlATIONALLY SI 1PLE.R THAN •' 
* ,I,' HOWEVER, ONLY SWILL Bf AN ASYMPTOTICALLY' 
• ,I,' VALID STATISTIC UNDER HYPOTHf I •') 
WRITE(c,101) 
IFCK,LT,3) GO TO 500 C••• C•• THIS PART USE BONFERRONI MULTIPLE COMPARISON Mf.THOD 
C•• NPWC=NUMBER Of ~AIRWIS COMPARISON 
C•• 1 ALPHA=CoNflOENT CoEF ICIENT 
C•• INDX(l) AND INOX(2) AR TH TWO GROUPS WHICH 
C•• WANT TO COMPAIR 
C•1&:• 
REAOCS,/) NPWC,ALPHA 
Do 300 KK-1,NPWC 
R AOC5,/) IND (1),INDXC2) 
WRITf C6, 114) 
l14 FORHATC1X,50(1H•)) 
WRITE(b,115) INOX(1),INOX(2) 
11 FOR AT(1X,l/,1 ""•••• ',I1, 1 VS 1 ,11, 1 ••••',Ill) 
200 
250 
DO 200 =1,2 
ND(I):N(INOX(l)) 




oo 50 1=1,2 
NT=NT+N(INOX(I)) 
NT1:NT1fr'll'3 
WRIT (b,tOO) NT,NT1 
CALL Pt(2,NO,w,ox,oo) 




CALL MDCH(S ,1,PSJ,J!~) 
PS3.:i1 PSJ 
WRIT C&, 102) 53 
WRITE(b,107) S3,PSJ 
107 FORHATc1X,/,2X, 1 P(CHI SQUARE(l) >=•,Fq,b,1 l =•,F8,b) 










125 FOR ATC1X,t USING BONFERRONI NEQUALITY•, 
* I,' REJECT ',F6,b,' lF 1 ,FB,b,' <', 5,2, 1 1 1 ,It,•=•,FS,6) 
WRITE(c,106) 
WRIT C&,108) ALPHA,NPWC,ALPHA,NPWC 
108 FORHATclX,///,1 BONFERRONI CRITICAL 
* /,t (ASSUMES ALPHA=',F5,2, 1 , 
• I, I :CHI SQUARE FOR 1DF, ( 1 
P:t ALPHA/NPWC 
VALU 1 , 
,12,' pAIRWlS~ COMPARISON ) 1 , 
',FS12,'l',I1, 1 )100(TH)%1) 
C• MoCHl ts 4N IM L SUBROUTINE WHICH IS USfO TO GET 




































































































































C• THE FORM ISi CALL MOCHI(P,DF,X,IER) 
C• P • INPUT ~ROBABILITY, 
C• Of INPUT NUM ER Of D GR ES Of FREEDOM, 
C• X OUTPUT CH •S UARE VALUE, SUCH THAT A RANDOM 
C• VARIABLE, DISTRIBUTED AS CHI•SQUAR ~ITH OF 
C• DEGRE S OF fREEDOM, WILL E LESS THAN OR 
C• EQUAL TO X ~ITH PROBA ILllY P, 
C• IER • ERROR PARAMETER, 
CALL MDC ti I C P, l , CH I , IE R ) 
WRITE(o,109) CHI,P 





C• K • THE NUMB R Of SAMP~ES 
C• NCJ) • TH NUM ER OP OS Rv•TIONS OF THE (I)TH SAMPLE? 
C* WCI) ~ THE VECTOR SCOR STATISTIC 
C* X(I,J) AND 0(1,J) • 
C• IF XCI,J) IS AN UNCENSORED ATA THEN 0(1,J)=ll 
C• IF X(I,J) IS A CENSORED DATA THEN D(J,J):o, 
C••• C•• C•• C•• C•• 
Ctn~ 
C * * 
c •• C•• C•• c.,.. C•• C•• 
c •• C•• C•• 
c •• 
·c•* 
c ... C•• C•• C•• C•• C•• 
c •• C•• C•• C••• 
SU ROUTINE P1CK,N,w,x, ) 
THIS suaROUTIN DEFINE A SCORING FUNCTION PSI, THfN 
COHPUT T~ VECTOR WCI), 
~E DEFINE TH SCORING FUNCTION Pst FROM QUATION (3) 
Of BRESLOW FOR COMPARING TWO OBSERVATION XCl,J) 
ANO XCI',J'l BY 
Psr=-1 
PSJc:+1 
PSI= • l 
Pst=O 
If XCI,J) < X(It,Jt), 
OELTA(I,J)=l, OELTA(I1 ,J >=1 
1~ X(I,J) < X(I',J 1 ), 
DE~TA(I,J):1, DELTA(lt,Jt)=O 
IF X(I,J) • X(I 1 ,J 1 ), 
DELTA(I,J)=1, DELTA<I1 ,J 1 )=1 
I XCI,J) • X(I1,J1), 
DELTACI,J):O, DELTACI',Jf)c1 
QTHERWIS 
TH (I)TH COMPONENT, WCI>, OF THE VECTOR SCOR 
STATISTIC IS DEFIN~O TO BE THE TOTAL SCORE 
COPARING TH CI)TH SAMPL WITH THE R MAINING 
K"'1 SAMPLES, 
W(I)aSUM J•1, N(l)I 
1 1 •1 1 l<I 
J•=1, N(It) 
OF PSI(X(I,J), DELTA(I,J)I 
X(I',J 1 ),DELTA(I1 ,J 1 >) 
DIMENSION Nl10),W(10),X(10,200),D(10,200) 
WRITE(&,140) 
140 ORHATC1X,///, 1 ••••~ V~CTOR SCORE STATI TIC••••"'') 
DO 110 I=1,t< 
W(l).:O 
DO 120 J=l,NCI> 
00 120 IP::t,K 
IF( .~Q,IP) GO TO 1 0 









































































































































Jf(Tl, Q,0) Gn TO 130 
IF(T2,E ,0) GO TO 10 
IfCX(l,J),LT,XCtP,JP)) GO TO 20 
If(X(I,J),GT,X(IP,JP)) GO TO 30 
GO TO 1 lO 
10 IF(D(I,J) 1 GT1 OCIP,JP)) GO TO 40 
If(XCI,J),GT 1 XCtP,JP)) Go TO 30 
GO TO 130 
40 I CXCI,J),LT,XCIP,JP)) GO TO 20 
GO TO 130 
ZO W(I)=W(l) 1 
GO TO 130 




102 fOR~AT(lX,I,' wc1 ,12, 1 ): 1 ,f7,0) 
SUM = UMW•~ (I) 
110 CONTINUE 
WRIT Cb,13) SUMW 
13 FORMATClX,1,1 THE SUM Of WCI> EQUAL 1 ,F2,0) 
RETURN 
ENO 
C• K • THE NUH ERO SAHPLES 
c~ N • THE NUMB R OF O ,ERyATIONS OF THc (l)TH $AMP E 
C• NTl • THE CU IC oF TOT•L SAMPLE SIZE 
C• W(I) THf VECTOR SCOR STATISTIC 
C• X(l,J) ANO DCI,J) • SOURCE DATA 
C••• C•• C•• 
C1t:• 
c,nt C•• C•• 
C •• C•• C•• 
. C * * C•• C•• 
c •• C•• C•• t•• C••• 
sUBROUTXN P2CK,N,NT1,w,x,o,s1GE,SIG) 
THIS SUBROUTlN COMPUT THE INDiylOUAL T RMS 
OF A COyARl~NCE MATRlx SIGMA? 
TERM SIG(I,1 1 ), IN COVARIANC MATRIX SIGMA 
HAY BE rouNo ~ROM TH FORMULA OF EQUATION (8) 
OF RESLOW 
I UNEQUAL l'
CN••l)•C IG(I,1 1 )) 
=•sUM tr 11 =1,KI Jtt=t,N(I 11 ) OF DELTA(I 11 ,J 1 1)) (SUM J=t,N(I) OF E(X(I,J)•XClt1,J11))) 
<SUM J 1 •1,N(I 1 ) 0 E(X(l 1 ,J 1 )•xCl 1 ',J'f)))J 
E(X):=t IF X > 0 
E(X)=O IF X < o, OR X = 0 
I EQUAL I• 
SIGCI,I)aaSUM 11 UNEQUAL I Of SlGCl,1 1 ) 
DIMENSION NClO),W(lO),XC10,200),D(10,200),SIGE(10,10), 
* SIGC10,10) 
DO 210 I=l,K 
DO 210 IP=1,I< 
IFCl,EQ,IP) GO TO 210 
ror:o 
SIGE(I,IPl•O 
DO 220 IPP•l,K 
00 ?20 JPP:1,N(tPP) 
IF(D(IPP,JPP),EQ,O) Go TO 220 
EPS1=0 
DO 230 J=l,NCI) 
IFCX(I,J),LE,X(tPP,JPP)) GO TO 230 








































































































































DO 240 JP:1,N(lP) 
IF(XC P,JP),L ,X(IPP,JPP)) Go TO 240 







00 2 o I=1,1< 
lGCl,I)=o 
Do 2o0 IP=t,I< 






204 FORMATClX,l/1,' ••••• SIGMA MATRIX •••~• 1) 
00 270 t=-1,K 




C• K TH NUM8ER OF AMPLES 
C• NCI) • TH NUM ER OF OS ~VATIONS OF THE CllTH SAMPLE 
C• NT THE TOTAL O SERVATlONS 
C* NT1 TH CUBIC OF TOTAL OBSERVATIONS 
C• W(l) • TH VCCTOR SCOR STATISTIC 
C• XCI,J) AND D(I,J) • SOURCE DATA 
SU ROUTIN P3CK,N,NT,NT1,W,W1,DL,X,D,S3,S2) 
C•** 
C•• THlS SUBROUTINE COMPUTE TH STATISTICS S* ANOS••• 
C•• THE WELL•KNOWN LARGF SAMPL THEORY FOR CHI•S UAR D 
C•• STATJSTICS IS FROM E UATION (12) ANO TOP Of P,584 
C•• oF 8Rt!SL.OW c.,.. 
C•• S•a1/tSUM 1'=1,KJ J'=1,N(ll) OF DE~TA(It,JI) 
C•• ( UM 1•1,KI J=l,N(I) oF (X(I,J) • X(I',J 1 )))**2] 
C~• •CSUM 1=1,K OP W(Il**2/LAHBDA(1)) C•• LAMBDA(l)=N(I)/N 
C*• 
c • .,. THIS SUGG ST VALUATING S•* AS A LOWER aou D TO 




DO 310 IP=l,K 
00 310 JP=l,NcIP) 
IFCDCIP,JP),EQ,O) Go TO 310 
EPS:O 
DO 320 1=1,K 
DO ,20 J:1,NCO 

























































































































































Ct K ~ THE NUMBER Of SAMPLES 
c. 
C* SIG ~ TH COVARIANCE MATRIX 
C• W(I) • THE VECTOR SCOR STATISTIC 
SUBROUTINE P4(K,NT1,YV,XX,S4GE,Xt,v1,Y2,w,4Ns,v,s,TOT) 
c--• • C~• THIS USROUTINE COMPUTE THE STATISTICS, 
C•• A GENERA~IZED KRUSKAL•WALLIS T ST FOR COMPARING 
C*• KS MPLES FROM P,S lop BRESLOW, C•• 
C** SIG1A MATRIX MAS RANK K 1 PROyIOED THAT EAC~ Of 
C•• THE K SAMPLES CONTAINS AT LEAST ONE UNCENSORED 
C•• OBSERVATION, FOR SUCH SIGMA THERE ExIST K~l V CTOR 
C•* x(I)=Cxx<I,1),.,., xx<I,K))I (I=1,,,., K~l) SUCH 
C•• THAT X1 (I)( IGMA)X(J) EQUALS ONE OR ZERO ACCORDING 
C•• AS I AND J ARE EQUAL OR UNE.UAL, CONSEQUENTLY THE C•• STATISTICS C•• S(I)=N••C•3/2) * CX1 CI)W) 
C•• WHERE W=CWCl),111 , WCK))t C•• WILL BE ASYMPTOTICALLY UNCOR~ELAT D WITH MEAN O 
C•• ANO UNIT VARIANCE, N••C~3/2)W HAS ASYMPTOTICALLY 
C•• A MULTIDIM NSIONAL NORMAL DISTRIBUTION, fROM 
C•• THIS IT FOLLOWS THAT 
C•• S:SUM 1=1, ~•1 Op CS(ll••2l 
C•• IS ASYMPTOTICALLY DISTRIBUTED IN 4 CHt•SQUARED 
C•* DISTRIBUTION WITH K•l OEGR ES OF FRE DOM, THE 
C*• STATISTICS SWILL E USED TO TEST THE HyPOTHESIS, C•• C•• IN pR CTICE, THE XCI) ARE FOUND BY MEANS OF THE 
C•• GRAM~scHMIDT ORTHOGONALIZATION PROCESS WITH THE 
C•• INN R PRODUCT OP TWO VECTORS A ANO B BY 
C•• <A,B>=A'(SIGMA)B, THE K•1 VECTORS C•• Y(t)=(J,o,,,,,ol', vc2>=c1,1,o,1 ,,,o>•,.,,, C** Y(K.1)~(1,, ,,t,o) I C•• MAY E USED AS A STARTING POINT FOR THE GRAM 
C•• SCH~IDT PROCESS, C•• C•• GRA ~SCHMIDT PROCESS 
C•• 1, X(t):y( )/C//Y(l)//), //YC1)//=SGRTC~Y(ll,Y(ll>) 
C•• 2, Z( ):Y(i)•<YC2),X(l))X(1) 
C** X(2)=ZC2)/(//ZC2)//), //Z(2)//•SQRT(<Z(2),ZC2)>) ✓ 
C•• 3, ZC3)=Y(l)•<Y(3),X(1)>XC1) <Y(3),XC2)>X(2) 
C•• X(3):Z(3)/(//Z(3)//), //Z(l)//:SQRT(<Z(l),ZC3)>) 
C** 
C1"t 






















































































































































• ,., ~<Y(K•1>,X(K~2) •X(K~2) 
XCK•t>~ZCK•ll/(//Z(K 1)//) 
DIMENSION vvc10,to),XXf10,10),SIGE(10,10),X1(lO),Y1Cl0), 
* YZ(10) 1 W(10),ANS(10),V(10),S(10) 
REAL NT1 
TOT:::O 
AN=SQFH C NT 1) 
WRIT (& 1 470) FORHAT(1X,//I,' P•••• GRAM~SCHMIOT RTHOGONALIZATlCN, 
* I V CTORS ~~~~ ') 
00 410 I•t,K•1 





00 425 N111,I 






DO «30 L=1,I 
DO 430 J=i1,K 
Y1(J)=Y1(J)•V<L>*XXCL,J) 
C PIITINUE. 
00 44Q J=1,K 
Y2(J)=Y1(J) 















DO 455 J=t,K 
WRITE(&,4 0) CXX(I+1,J),I~1,K•1) 




CALCULATE THE INNER P~OPUCT OF TWO V CTOR$ A AND B 
BY < A, 8> = Al (SIGMA) 
DIMENSION Y1(10)tY2(10),AN5(10),nlGEC10,10) 
00 l,U,o M=t,t< l 
ANS(H):O 





















































































4bo A SC ):ANS(M)+Yl(J)•SIGECJ,M) 
V AL:::O 

















· woRK~I~Ei Dl (11/02/81) 4146 PM THURSDAY, DEC MBER 10, 1981 
( ( 
100 3 
200 15 . ( 300 1,61t,i,1 ( 
400 3.3108,1 
5 0 t>!4qeo, 1 
000 s.1001,1 
700 9,5813,1 
800 10,3311,1 ( q 0 11.372q,1 
1000 11.bb98,1 
1 1 O 14,7173,1 ( ( 1200 20,0 
1300 20,0 





2000 0,31Q3, 1 
2100 o,5793,1 ( 
2200 0,9393,1 
2;100 1,4585,1 ( 2400 2,&174,1 
2500 2118732,1 










3800 3.11.128,1 ( 3900 3, 553,1 
4000 3 1 9252,l 
4100 4,2688,1 ( 4200 4,3705,1 inoo b 9837,1 
440 7,7971,1 
4500 7,9731,1 c.. 
4600 8,20&9,1 
a700 9,2274,1 ( 480() 11,2649,1 
4900 20,0 
sooo ,o 05 
5100 1, 2 ( 
5200 
', 3 
~300 2, ( 
~-
NT THE TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE= 45 
Nll=THE CU IC Of TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE= 
••••~ VECTOR SCORE STATISTIC••••• 
we 1) = 2 a. 
Wl 2):. • 1 1 9 , 
WC l): •139, 
THE SUM OF WCI) E UAL o, 
••••• SIGMA MATRIX ~-•• 
0,07~1 0,0272 0,0489 
.0,0212 o,oso~ .0.0232 
0,0489 •0,0232 0.0121 
••••GRAM SCHMIOT ORTHOGONALIZATION V CTORS ~-~•~ 
l 2 
l b2Q37 1,77370 
0,00000 4,95737 
0 00000 0,00000 
~•-•• TESTING HYPOTHESIS••~•• 
PtCHI.SQUAREC 2) >= q,912100 l =0,007039 
S•= l0,352355 
P(CHI•SQUARE( 2> >= 10,352355 J =o.oo b50 









PLCHI~SQUAR C 2) >= 9 1 787&15 l ~0 1 007~93 
s~• AS A LOW R OUND TO s~. SANO 5~ WILL BE 
AV PTOTICALLY EQUIVALENT STATISTICS, 
s• 1s COMPUTATIONALLY SIMPLER THAN s. 
HOWEVER, ONLY SWILL B AN ASYMPTOTICALLY 
VALID STATISTIC UNDER HYPOTHESIS, 
NT=THE TOTAL SAMPLE s1ir= l? 
NTJ=TH CUBIC Of TOTAL SAMP~E SlZEP 
-~••• VECTOR SCORE STATISTIC •••~ 
W( 1)= e2, 
Wt 2): ~e2, 
THE SUM OF WCI) EQUAL 01 
••••• SIGMA MATRIX••••~ 
0 1 0&70 ~o.0&70 















••-~• TESTING HYPOTHESIS•••~• 
S••= 4,150017 





PlCHI.,.SQUARE(l) >= 4 ';40970 J -0,0 1093 
s= s,097801 
P tCII I SQUARE C 1) >= S, 097801 J =o I Oi3C1Sb USING BON ERRONI INEQUALITY 
REJECT 0,023956 I 0,02395b < O,OS/3:0,01bbb7 
$**ASA LOWER BOUND TO S*, SANDS• WILL E 
ASYMPTOTICALLY EQUIVALENT STATISTICS, 
S• lS COMPUTATIONALLY SIMPL R THAN S, 
HOwEvER, ONLY s wILL BE AN ASyMpTOTICALLY 
VALlD STATISTIC UNOER HYPOTHESIS, 
BONFERRONI CRITICAL VALUE (ASSUMES ALPHA= 01 051 3 PAIRWISE CO PARI ONS) 
=CHl•S UAR FOR tOF, (1 ~ 0,05/3)100CTH)X 
PtCHI S UARE(l) <~ 5,7370a9 l :0,183331 
~---- 1 vs 3 ----~ 
NT•THE TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE= 31 
NT1=THE CUBIC OF TOTAL SAMPLE lZE= 




THE SUM OF WCI) EQUAL 01 














•••~• GRAM SCHMIOT ORTHOGONA~IZATION VECTORS••••~ ( 
t 
( 
( ••••• TESTING HYPOTHESIS••••• 
( 
( 
., 11,00 594 
PJCHI•SQUARE(l) >=11,ooasq4 J =o,ooo9o7 
S• 11,740082 
PlCHI•SQUARE(l) >=11,746b82 1 =0,000~10 
USING aoNFERRONI INE UALITY 
REJECT 0,000610 If 0,000610 < 0,05/3=0,01bb67 
S** AS A ~OWER BOUND ro S* s ANOS• WILL BE 
ASYMPTOTICALLY EQUlVAL NT STATl TICS, 
S• IS COMPUTATIONALLY lHPLER THAN S, 
HOW VER, ONLY S wlLL SE 4N ASYMPTOTICALLY 
VALID STATISTIC UNDER HVPOTH IS, 
BONFFRRONI CRITICAL VALUE 
CASSUMES ALPHA= o,os, 3 PAIRWISE COMPARISONS) 
ctHI•S QUARE FOR lOF, (1 • 0 1 05/l)lOO(TH)X 
PCCHI•SQUARE(ll <q 5,73702q J 01 983133 
NT=THf TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE= O 











••••• VECTOR C RE STATISTIC••••• 
IH 2): 37 1 
THE SIJM Of WCI) UAL o, 
-···· SIGMA MATRIX ·••P~ 
0,0094 o,Ob94 
.0.0094 0,06iq4 





P[CHI.SQUARE(1) >= 0,633Tqb J =0,4~Sq6b 
Si; 0 1 730913 
PiCHl•SQUARE(1) ~~ 0,730913 l •0,392587 
USING BONFERRONI INEQUALlTV 
RlJECT 0,392587 IF 0,392587 < 01 05/l=0,016&67 
S•• AS A LOWER SOUND TO S•, SANDS* WILL 8 
ASYMPTOTICALLY ~QUIVALENT STATISTICS, 
S• 15 COMPUTATIONALLY SIMPLER THAN S1 HOWEVER, ONLY S WlLl ~ AN ASYMPTOTICALLY 
VALlO STATISTI UNDER HYPOTHESIS, 
BONF RRONI CRITICAL VALUE (ASSU ES ALPHA= 01 05, 3 PAlRWlSE COMPARISONS) 
=CHI•SQUARE FR 1DF, (1 • 01 05/l)lOO(TH X 






























































q, 1, q, 1, 9, 1, q, 1, 10, 1, 1 O, 1, 1 O, 1, 1o,1,10, 1, 1O,1,11, 1, 11, 1, 14, 1, 




16,1,19,1 1 19,1,22,1,2q,1,z4,l,24,1,i6,1, 9,1,29,1,30,l, 0,1, Jo,t,33,1,100,0,100,0,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o,10 ,o, 
100,0,100,0,100,0, 























NT=THt TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE= 22~ 
NTt=TH CU IC OF TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE= 113q0b2 
••••• VECTOR SCOR STATISTIC•••• 
W( 1)= 5000 1 
W( 2): 5000 1 
THE SUM OF WCI) EQUAL 0 
~••P• SIGMA MATRIX---·-
0 0008 •0,0008 
.o oooa o,oooe 
••••• GRAM.SCHMIOT ORTHOGONALIZATION VECTORS••••• 
1 
••••• TESTING HYPOTHESIS••••• 
s•= 74,892909 
PtCHl•S UAREC 1) >: 74 1 892909 l ~0,000000 
~=26~9,5744&6 
PtCHI•SQUAREC l) >:2b~9,57U4b8 J :0 1 000000 
S*~ AS A LOW R BOUND TO S•, SANDS• WlLL BE 
ASYMPTOTICALLY EQUIYALE T STATISTICS, 











HOWtV R, ONLY SWILL BE •N ASY PTOTICA LY 










300 9,1,9,1 1 9,1,9,1,q,1,9,1,9,1,9,1,9,1,10,1,l0,1,lZ,1,13,1,14,1, 
400 1s,1,1s,1,20,1, 1,1,32,1, 3,1,so,1,so,1,ss,1, 6,1,b2,1, 
500 175 ( bOQ 9,J,9,1,9,1,9,1,10,1,10,1,10,1,10,1,10,1,10,1,11,1,11,t,14;t, 
700 15,1,1b 1 1,18,1,22,l,23,1,23,1 1 24,1,30,1,l7,1,47,1,100,0,100,0, .. 
600 e,1,a,1,11,1,11,1,12,1,11,1,13,1,13,1,14,1,1&,1,11,1,11,1, ... 
..... 
900 18,1,l ,1,1e,1,20,1,21,1,23,1,2s,1,2s,1,2s,1,21,1,2e,1, ..... 
---








1700- ...... 2~,1,10 ~100,0~100;0,100,0,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o, 
1800 100,0,100,0, oo;o,1a~,-n, "ioo n•Q.100:0,100,0,100,o,100,o, 
1900 100,0,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o, 
-.. 
2000 12,1,18,1,18,1,20,1,27,l,lb,1,47,1,50,1,S2,1, ~,t~ a.1,~00,0, .. i ( 2100 100,o,100,0,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o,10nlQ• 
2200 100,0,100,0,100,0, ... .. ~ 
( 230 21,1,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,0,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o, ---.. _ 
--ZllO 0 100,0,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o, 
... __ 









NT;:THE TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE= 200 
NTt;:THE CUBIC OF TOTAL S•HPLE SIZE= 
••••• VECTOR SCORE STATISTIC••••• 
WC l ): ":'2738• 
W< 2)= 2738 1 
TH SUM Of CI) QUAL 01 








•• !" .. TESTING HYPOTH SIS ........ 
S••- 21:,,702779 
PlCHI SQUARE( 1) >= 25,702779 l :0,000000 
s•a 2<11 0371.l3S 
P tC I SQUARE( 1) :.: 29,0374 SJ =0,000000 
= 49 1 5521l9 
PlCHI SQUARE( 1) >= 49, 52139 l =0,000000 
**ASA LOWER OUNO TO S•, SANOS• WIL~ 
A yMPTOTlCALLy EQUIVALENT STATISTICS, E 












HO~ V R, ONLY SWILL BE AN ASYMPTOTICALLY 







WOR~~ILEI AlWlTHCOMPS (10/21/81) 





















































1a,1,1 ,1,1e,1,20,1,21,1,23,1,2 ,1,2s,1,2s,1,21,1,2 ,1, 
29,1,43,1 
25 
18,1 1 19,1 1 19,1,22,1,2",l,24 1 1,24,l,26,1,29,1,29,1,30,1,30,1, 3o,t,33,1,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o,100,o, 
100,0,100,0,100,0 
25 















b 1 0 1 05 . 
3 1 U 
3,8 






















( NT:THE TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE= 225 
NTl-lHE CUBIC OF TOTAL SAMP~E SIZE=- 11390&25 
I 
••••• VECTOR SCORE STATISTIC.,.,..,.,. 
WC 1)- 5000, 
itj ( Z): •2113, 
W( 3): 1944, 
H( 4 ) :. •1945, 
W( 5): 1055, 
~, b): 1094, 
WC ): 3272, 





THE SUM Of WCI) EQUAL 01 
( 
~~-~• $IGMA MATRIX ...... ( 
o,oooe •0,0001 .0,0001 .0,0001 .0,0001 .0.0001 .0,0001 .0,0001 .o,ono1 
.,0,0001 0,0230 .o,002s ""0,0027 .0,0034 .0.0035 .O,OOlb .o,OOlS ,.0,0036 ( 
.0,0001 ""o, ooas 0, 023'~ .. 0,0029 wQ1 00l5 •0,0035 •0,0037 .. o,oo:ss .. 0,0037 C 
.0,0001 •0,0027 •0,002~ 0,0251 •0,0038 •0,0038 O,OOlCJ -0 1 00:se •0,0039 
.0,0001 1110,0034 •O,OOl5 .0,0018 0,031.17 .. o,ooss •0,00bl •0,0057 0,00&2 ( 
.0,0001 . •O,OOlS •0,00}5 .0,00.18 •0,0058 0 1 03bl.t 111110,0068 .. 0,0002 !1110 • 067 ( 
.0,0001 •0,0036 •0,00:H .0,003~ •0,0062 •0,0068 0.0382 •0 1 00t,~ 0,0073 
.0,0001 ""0,0035 •0,0035 •0,0038 •0,0057 •0,0062 •0,006f> 0 1 03t,O •0,00bb 
"'0,0001 "'0,003ti ... o, 0037 •0,0019 •0,00&2 •0,0067 •0,0073 •0,00(>6 0,0382 




1 2 3 4 
34,f;1047 0 1 a2a q o,q1310 1 • 01 qt, 1 
0 00000 6 1 59750 0,72431 0 1 857lfl 
0.00000 0,00000 b, 8051 0,882 2 
0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 b,41ocn 
0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
0,000 O 0 00000 0,00000 0,00000 
0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
0,0000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 
-~••• T STING HYPOTH SIS••••• 











Pl HJ S UAREC 8) ~= 154 1 753470 J =0,000000 
SHI: 173,849002 
PtC !•SQUARE( 8) >: 17 1 84qOb2 J =0,000000 
:: 7bb l(>Ob97 
P(CHl SQUARE( 8) >=27bb,3o0o97 J •0,000000 
S•• AS A LOWER SOUN TO s•. a AND s* WilL B 
A yMPTOTlCALLy CgUiyALENT STATISTIC , 
S• 1S COMPUTATIONALLY SIMPLER THAN S, 
HOWEY R; ONLY SWILL OE AN A YMPTOTICAL V 
VALID STATISTIC UNDER HYPOTHE IS, 
~----vs 4 ....... 
NTaTH TOTAL SAMPL SIZ = S 
NT1=Tl1E CU IC OF TOTAL SAMPL,.E SIZE= 12 000 
( 
b 7 8 
1,37721 1. 9495':> 3,29697 
~ 
1,16545 1,96008 3,27845 
1,36521 1,95909 3,28122 
I 1,36753 1,95578 3,28701 
1,35728 1,9701 3,26213 
5 1 5b225 1,97524 3,25345 
0,00000 5,77519 3,24642 
0,00000 0,00000 b 1 7o711 









( CTOR SCORE STATISTIC••••-
WC 1 ) ::; 100. 
( WC 2)= 106 • 
THE SUM OF W Cl) EQUAL 0 1 
( ••~•~ SIGMA MATRIX ~-~~ 
( 
0,0730 0,07 0 
0 0730 0,0730 
••••• GRAM.SCHMIDT ORTHOGON~LIZATION VECTORS••••• 
1 
••••• T STING HYPOTHESIS-••• 
S••= 1,0766 b 
s•= 1,2oov1q 
P[CHI•S UARE(l> >= 1,200299 J =~1 271262 
Sa 1 i:?31747 
PLCHI SQUARE(!)>= 1,231747 J •0 1 267067 
USlN~ ONFER ONI INEQUALITY 
RtJ~CT 0,2670&7 If 0,267067 c 0,05/oa0,008133 
S•~ AS A LOWER BOUND TO S•, SANOS* WILL BE 
ASYMPTOTICALLY EQUIVALENT STATISTICS, 
S• IS COMPUTATIONALLY SIMPLER THAN S, 
HOWlVER, ONLY S WlLL BE AN ASYMPTOTICALLY 
VALID STATlSTIC UNDER HYPOTH IS, 
80NfERRUNI CRITICAL VALUE 
(ASS U IES ALPHA: 0 1 05, b PAIRWlSE COMPARISONS) 
: CHl• QUARE OR 1D, (1 01 05/b)lOO(TH)X 





••••• l VS 8 ••••• 
NT=TH TOTAL SAMPLE srz = So 
NT1=THE CUBIC Of TOTAL SAMPLE SlZfa 
@·•·· V troR SCORl STATI TIC··-·· 
\If( 1)= •476, 
W( 2): 47b 1 
THE SUM OF WCI) EQUAL 01 
••••SIGMA MATRIX •••• 
o,ob34 o,0634 
• 0 1 0034 0,0o34 
125000 




• ••8 TESTING HYPOTH sts --- • 
Sirr•= 21,75lZ«H, 
PlCtlI QUARECl) ,,=21,75li96 l •0,000001 
S•=- 24,494703 
P l C t1 l •SQUARE C 1 ) > = 2 4 1 4 9 4 7 0 3 l : 0 1 0 0 0 0 o 1 









PlCHI 111SQUAR (1) ,.=26 1 b044'bq l =0 1 000000 
USING ~ONfERRONI lNEQUALlTY 
REJlCT 0 1 000000 1r 0,000000 < 0 1 05/~:0,008333 
S•• AS A LOW R BOUND TO S•, SANOS• WI~L BE 
4 YMPTOTICA~LY ~QUIVALENT STATI TICS. 
S• 1S COMPUTATI NALLY SIMPLER THAN s, 
HOWEV R, 0 LY S WI L BE AN ASVHPTOTICALLY 
VA~lO STATISTIC UNDER HYPOTH SI5 8 
SONFERRONI CRITICAL VALUE 
c•ssu,Es ALPHA: o,os, b PAIRWISE COMPARt ON) 
•~HI•SQUARE OR lDf, (1 • 01 0 /b)100(TH>i 
PtCHI•SQUARE(1) <= b,981694 l ~0,991bb7 
•••111• 4 VS b ~-••• 
NT=TH TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE= 50 
NTlsTHE CUBIC OF TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE~ 
~ ..... VECTOR SCORE STATISTIC•••• 
we i>= st1e,, 
THE SUM Of W(l) E UAL O, 
-~••"' SIGMA MATRIX •••• 
0,0022 •0,0&22 
.0 1 0&22 0,0022 
125000 





• ••• T STI G HY 0TH SIS••••• 
S••= 26,&1913& 
PlC HI.S QUARE(t) >=2 .~1913b J =0,000000 
S• 30 ,80b 55 
PlCHJ S UAR[(l) ~=30 1 806655 J ao,000000 
s • 8,3b2b30 
PlCHI S UARE(1) >i=J81 362b O 1 1101 000000 USING BONfERRONI NEQUALlTy 
RlJ CT 0 1 0000 O Ir 0,000000 < 0 1 05/6:0,00833 
S•• AS A LOWER BOUND TO S•, SANOS• WILL BE 
ASYMPTOTICALLY EQUIVALE~T STATISTICS, 
S* 1S COMPUTATIONALLY IMP~ER THAN S1 HOwtv Ri ONLY WILL BE AN ASYMPTOTICALLY 
VALlD STATl TIC UN ER HYPOTH IS, 
BON~ERRONI CRITICAL VALUE 
(AS Ut ES ALPHA: O O, b PAIRWISE COMPARISONS) 
=~Hl•S QUARE FOR 1DF, ( • o,OS/o)lOO(TH)X 
PtCHI"SQUAR (1) <= b,q81~94 J aQ,991bb7 
•P•• 5 VS 7 ••••• 
NT=rtlf. TOTAL SAMPLE SJZEa 50 
NTt:TtlE CUBJC O TOTAL SAMPLE ~IZE= 12 000 
• -•• VECTOR SCORE STATI!TIC •••"• 
\lj( 1):: 322, 










THE SUM OF WCI) QUAL O, 
••••SIG A MATRIX~--~• 
o o4 1 o,o4<n 
o,oqq7 o,0497 
••~• G~A •SCHMIOT ORTHOGONALIZATION VECTORS~-••• 
1 
••••TESTING HYPOTH SIS••••• 
•= 1 ,o 8~34 
PtCHt•SQUARE(l) •~lb,056234 J =o,oooobt 
== to o9eqes 
PlCHl S UARE(l) >=lb,69898 l •0,000044 
Us1NG HoNFE RONI INEQUALITY 
REJ CT 1 000044 IF 0,000044 c O,OS/6~0,008333 
S•• AS A LOWER OUND ro S• s ANO s. WILL B 
ASYMPTOTICA~LY EQUIVALENT !TATI TICS, 
S• 1S CUM UTATI NALLY IHPLER THAN S1 HOwtvER, ON Y 5 WILL .~ ASyHPTOTICALLY 
VALID STATISTIC UNDER HYPOTH SIS, 
80NFEPRON1 CRITICAL VALUE (ASSU~ES ALPHA: 0,05 1 6 PAlRWISE COMPARISONS) 
=~Hl•SQUAR FOR lDF, Cl• 01 05/o)lOO(TH)X 








-~--- 7 vs 8 ----
NT=TH TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE= o 
NTt=THE CUBIC OF TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE~ 
~"'--VE.CTOR SCORE STATISTIC ••111•• 
w, 1 ) :; 247, 
WC 2)::; •l"'7, 
THf SUM Of w CI> E UAL O, 








P••P• T STING HYPOTHESIS··-·· 
S••= ,85b8o4 
P(CHI SQUARE(1) ~= 5,85b8b4 J •0,01551~ 
s•= 10,724500 
PlC HI~SQUARE(l) >=10,724500 J =0,001057 
S:: 10 9Z3724 
PlCtl1 1111SQUARE(1) >~10,923724 l =0,000949 
USING ONfERRONI INEQUALITY 
RlJECT 0 1 000949 If 0,000949 < 0 1 05/&a0 1 008333 
S•~ AS A LOWER BOUND TO S•, S •ND S• WILL Bf 








· S* IS COMPUTATIONALLY SIMPLER THAN $ 1 






80N~ERRONI CRITICAL VALUE 
(ASSU11 S ALPHA:: 0 1 05, o PAIRWISE. COMPARISONS) 
=CHl•SQUARE FOR 1DP, (t • 0 1 05/&)100(TH)% 
PLCHI~S UAREC1) <= &1 98169~ J =01 991667 
---- 8 vs 9 ----~ 
NT=THE TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE= So 
NTt:TH~ CU IC OF TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE: 
~•-~• VECTOR SCORE STATISTIC••••~ 
W( 1)= 247, 
H( 2)= 247 1 















PtCHI•SQUARE(l) :-,;:101 724500] ;:s0,001057 
s= 10,qz3724 
PlCHI SQUARE(l) >:10,923724 l :0,000949 
USING BQNFERRONI !NE UALITY 
REJ er 0,000949 If 01 000949 c o,os1&=0,ooa333 
S•• AS A ~OWER 80UND ro S• SANOS• WILL BE 
ASYMPTOTICALLY EQUIVALENT !TATISTICS, 
S• 1S COMPUTATIONALLY SIMPLER THAN s, 
HOW~V R, ONLY SWILL AN ASyHPTOTICALLY 
VALID STATISTIC UNDER HYPOTHESIS, 
ONFERRONI CRITICAL VALUE 
(ASSUHES A~PHA: O OS, & PAlR~tSE COMPARISONS) 
•CHl•S QUAR FOR 1DF, (1 • O,O lb)lOO(TH)X 
PlCHl SQUARE(l) <= b,981694 J ~0,991&~7 
( 
( 
( 
( 
C 
( 
( 
( 
l 
r~-
